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Question:   

Is windborne debris protection required for windows, doors and glazing in exterior walls of 

coastal dwellings? 

 

Answer: 

Yes.  See the attached illustrations for requirements. 

 

 

Question: 

For an existing dwelling, are windows that: 

1. Replace only a glazing panel and not an entire window sash required to meet the 

windborne debris protection requirements? 

2. Replace only the sash required to meet the windborne debris protection requirements? 

3. Replace the window but do not remove the existing window frame required to meet the 

windborne debris protection requirements? 

4. Replace the window including the window frame required to meet the windborne debris 

protection requirements? 

 

Answer: 

1. No.  This is considered maintenance and will not require the addition of windborne debris 

protection unless it was provided prior to the replacement. 

2. No.  This is considered maintenance and will not require the addition of windborne debris 

protection unless it was provided prior to the replacement. 

3. Yes.  This is considered an alteration.  The window must meet the current code 

requirements and the window must be provided with windborne debris protection. 

4. Yes.  This is considered a renovation.  The window must meet the current code 

requirements and the window must be provided with windborne debris protection. 

 



 

 

Question: 

Will an addition to the dwelling such as a sunroom, bathroom, bedroom, etc. require the entire 

building to be brought up to current code for windborne debris protection? 

 

Answer: 

No, the new addition must comply with the current code requirements.  The unaffected existing 

portion of the building may remain as-is, assuming it complied with the code under which it was 

originally built.  
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